Strongbox build the
fastest processing
render machines in the
world
Bespoke and prebuilt computer solutions
Strongbox Workstations

Tower or rack mounted computers are designed around the software and
workflows used so every component is matched to the needs which translates to a
cost effective high performance computer performing better than anything else on
the market at the same cost

Servers

Fast processing robust servers built for large and small networks with storage on
board and up to 40GB copper or fibre connectivity

HDD Storage

High capacity scalable expandable enterprise HDD storage from 100TB to 12 PB in
cost effective configurations with NVMe Cache, choice of raid, parity for security
and license free management software integrated with existing storage, NAS and
workflows

SSD Storage

Scalable very fast access read and write SSD storage racks for NAS and high
capacity use from any number of users remote or on-site

Portable Storage

Strongbox build unique SSD small form factor high capacity portable storage up to
1.9PB for military and defense applications worldwide

Render Farms

We love AMD Threadripper CPU's and the new NVIDIA 3080 and 3090 GPU's and
Strongbox have built multiple large installation render farms using Threadrippers and
RTX GPU's which are the fastest render farms for the investment money can buy.
One customer increased their total render speeds by 400% from a single 166 node
Threadripper installation this year.

Private Cloud

Everything you do with on-site hardware can be provided as a managed secure
private cloud solution giving you the ability to grow and scale without physical
premises or onerous monthly cloud costs. You own it and control it but we'll manage
it and provide the secure access you need. Single manged fee per month.

Remote access

Strongbox have unlimited experience from hundreds of remote access installations
all over Europe with hardware based on-site and in DataCentres. For remote access
solutions no one knows remote access like Strongbox
AI and Deep Learning
Very fast rendering solutions are provided for AI and Deep Learning applications to
a wide range of industries using the best technology in the world

Support included
• Helpdesk
• 1 hour response
• Some one to talk to
when you need
• Help and advice
• Problem Solving

operating systems
Windows 10 Pro
Linux

Strongbox Warranty
3 Year no quibble warranty included on all hardware

Focused software tuning
Solutions can be built in silent acoustic towers or be rack
mounted and each node can be specifically tuned to the
software you use for maximum workflow performance

Dedicated upgrade path
When new technology is released we can upgrade
exiting systems with the latest components to lengthen the
life of the hardware with latest tech and give a low long
term cost of ownership

www.strongboxtechnology.com
info@strongboxtechnology.com

Telephone a human 0845 8888 555
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